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(Fade In) 

EXT: WOODS SURROUNDING CABIN - NIGHT 

 

Two teenage African Americans, a male and a female, are 

standing in front of the cabin. The girl is brown skin, and 

has long braids. 

 

She appears to be cold, trying to get warn by rubbing her 

arms. The male, tall, light skinned with cornrows, looks at 

her. His name is CODY. 

 

                      CODY 

               You cold? 

 

The girl, LEAH, nods. 

 

                      LEAH 

               Uh, yeah. 

 

                      CODY 

               Here, take this. 

 

Cody takes off his jacket and gives it to Leah. Leah takes 

the jacket and wraps it around her. She smiles. 

 

                      LEAH 

               Thank you. 

 

Two other teens, a Caucasian girl with dark, blue hair, 

SHANA, and a Hispanic male, DIEGO, confront Leah and Cody. 

 

                      SHANA 

               Coast is clear. Everyone else 

               is sound asleep. 

 

Cody slams his hands together and begins rubbing them. 

 

                      CODY 

               Alright, good. Now, are you 

               sure you all are ready for 

               this? Who wants to back out? 

 

                      SHANA 

               Not me. I enjoy being naked. 
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Diego laughs. 

 

                      DIEGO 

               Whatever she goes, I go. 

 

Cody looks at Leah. 

 

                      CODY 

               Leah? 

 

Everyone looks at Leah. She looks at Cody and smiles. She 

then faces Shana and Diego and nods. 

 

                      LEAH 

               I’m game. 

 

EXT: FOREST LAKE - NIGHT 

 

Cody jumps in the lake. Shana and Diego are already in the 

lake, laughing as they splash water at each other. 

Everyone’s clothes are laid on the ground. 

 

Shana, covering her breast, walks to Cody. Diego follows 

her.  

 

                      SHANA  

               God, this water is freezing!  

 

                      CODY  

               Oh, so you’re scared, now?  

 

Shana laughs.  

 

                      SHANA  

               Please, I’m not Leah. Speaking 

               of which, where is she?  

 

Cody, Shana, and Diego begin looking around. Leah, trying 

to cover herself completely, slowly steps into the lake. 

Cody smiles and swims towards her. Leah is shivering.  

 

                      CODY  

               I didn’t think you’d make it.  
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                      LEAH  

               Well, of course. I couldn’t  

               let you guys down. Besides, 

               Shana has made up in her mind 

               that I’m the boring one, and  

               I am most certainly not boring.  

 

                      CODY  

               No, you’re not.  

 

Leah giggles. She and Cody share a passionate kiss when 

Shana and Diego approach them.  

 

                      SHANA  

               Ugh, I’m going to vomit.  

 

                      LEAH  

               (puts up middle finger)  

               Fuck you, bitch.  

 

                      SHANA  

               Diego’s already taking care 

               of that, thank you.  

 

                      DIEGO  

               You know it, baby.  

 

Diego picks Shana up and dives her into the water, causing 

her to laugh. Leah chuckles.  

 

INT: CODY’S CABIN - NIGHT  

 

Cody and Leah, fully clothed, enter their brightly lit 

cabin.  

 

Leah sits on the bed and begins brushing her hair, while 

Cody takes off his shirt. Leah looks at him and chuckles.  

 

                      LEAH  

               Haven’t you been naked enough 

               tonight?  

 

Cody lies beside her on the bed.  

 

                      CODY  

               Nope.  
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Leah laughs.  

 

                      LEAH  

               Too bad.  

 

There’s a knock on the door. Leah sternly looks at Cody. 

Cody sighs and answers the door. It’s Shana, leaned 

seductively on the doorway.  

 

                      SHANA  

               Hey. Leah there?  

 

                      CODY  

               Uh…  

 

Leah walks to the door.  

 

                      LEAH  

               Yes, she is. What’s up?  

 

Shana giggles.  

 

                      SHANA  

               We have to talk.  

 

Shana pulls Leah out the cabin.  

 

                      LEAH  

               Hey!  

 

EXT: WOODS - NIGHT  

 

Shana and Leah are walking in the dark woods.  

 

                      SHANA  

               So… Did you…? 

 

                      LEAH  

               Did I what?  

 

                      SHANA  

               You know… You and Cody… You 

               two have been going out for  

               like, three months now.  
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                      LEAH  

               And? What does that suppose 

               to mean?  

 

Shana sighs in annoyance. She stares blankly at Leah.  

 

                      SHANA  

               You know what I’m talking  

               about, Leah. Sex! Did you and  

               Cody have sex?  

 

                      LEAH  

               No!  

 

Shana rolls her eyes.  

 

                      SHANA  

               Why not? Everyone else is  

               doing it!  

 

                      LEAH  

               Well, I’m not like everyone  

               else. I have morals and  

               respect for myself. Cody has 

               had lots of sex, with lots of 

               different girls, and I’m not  

               sure I can trust him yet. But… 

               He has been patient this far,  

               so who knows? Maybe something  

               will happen… Besides, if  

               “everyone else” decided to  

               jump off a cliff, would you go 

               do it?  

 

Shana laughs.  

 

                      SHANA  

               What a way to take this back  

               to grade school, bitch.  

 

                      LEAH 

               Whore.  

   

                      SHANA  

               Daddy’s girl.  
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                      LEAH  

               Crack head.  

 

                      SHANA  

               Preacher’s daugh- 

               (suddenly shaken) 

               -Oh my God!  

 

Shana quickly stops walking. Leah looks at her, confused.  

 

                      LEAH  

               What…What is it?  

 

                      SHANA  

               Look! 

 

Leah looks down on the ground. She gasps in shock.  

 

                      LEAH 

               Oh my God! 

 

A dark, masculine, body is laid on the ground, covered in 

blood and leaves. Suddenly, Leah is dragged away from by 

something that can’t be seen.  

 

                      SHANA 

               LEAH!! 

 

Leah screams as she’s quickly being dragged away deeper 

into the woods. It’s not before long before she disappears 

completely.  

 

Hysteric, Shana runs off.  

 

INT: CODY’S CABIN – NIGHT 

 

Cody is laid on the bed, looking through pictures of him 

and Leah. Suddenly, someone begins rapidly banging on his 

door.  

 

Confused, Cody walks to the door and answers it. Teary-

eyed, Shana runs in the cabin, followed by Diego, who looks 

annoyed.  
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                      DIEGO 

               What the fuck is wrong with 

               you, Shana? Why won’t you talk 

               to me? 

 

                      SHANA 

               Because you won’t listen!  

 

                      CODY 

               Um… Hi… 

 

Cody closes the door. Diego walks to Shana and begins 

rubbing her shoulders.  

 

                      DIEGO 

               Just tell me… What is wrong  

               with you? 

 

 


